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Assessing the Performance of Variable Stiffness
Continuum Structures of Large Diameter
Angus B. Clark Student Member, IEEE and Nicolas Rojas Member, IEEE

Fig. 1. Large diameter variable stiffness continuum structures based on varying jamming technologies that were compared using the proposed testing
methodology. Namely: (A) rigid granules; (B) deformable granules; (C) layer jamming; (D) layer jamming with internal support structure; (E) rigid granules
and layer jamming (hybrid) in separate jamming volumes; and (F) rigid granules and layer jamming (hybrid) in a single jamming volume.

Abstract—Variable stiffness continuum structures of large
diameter are suitable for high-capability robots, such as in industrial practices where high loads and human-robot interaction
are expected. Existing variable stiffness technologies have focused
on application as medical manipulators, and as such have been
limited to small diameter designs (∼15mm). Various performance
metrics have been presented for continuum structures thus far,
focusing on force resistance, but no universal testing methodology
for continuum structures that encapsulates their overall performance has been provided. This paper presents five individual
qualities that can be experimentally quantified to establish the
overall performance capability of a design with respect to its use
as a variable stiffness continuum manipulator. Six large diameter
(>40mm) continuum structures are developed following both
conventional (granular and layer jamming) and novel (hybrid
designs and structurally supported layer jamming) approaches,
and are compared using the presented testing methodology. The
development of the continuum structures is discussed, and a
detailed insight into the tested quality selection and experimental
methodology is presented. Results of experiments demonstrate
the suitability of the proposed approach for assessing variable
stiffness continuum capability across design.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
OFT robots have shown the ability to accomplish tasks
traditional rigid robots have struggled with, specifically
providing safety in human-robot interaction and demonstrating
a high level of manipulation without the accompanying control
complexity. This has lead to their expansive use in certain
areas of robotics including manipulation and grasping [1],
[2], medical surgery robotics [3], and exoskeletons [4]. The
promising performance of soft continuum robots has led to
the development of various continuum implementations [5],
[6], [7], however despite providing increased dexterity they
suffer from a number of issues, most notably a lack in
holding strength [8], [9]. To solve this, soft continuum robots
have integrated variable stiffness technologies within their
design, allowing for both soft, highly flexible motion and
rigid, high load resistance [1], [10], [3]. Herein, we refer to
these variable stiffness continuum designs as just continuum
designs/structures to facilitate discussion.
Previous (variable stiffness) continuum designs have limited
themselves to small (∼15mm) diameters to allow for use
specifically in minimally invasive surgery (MIS) and natural
orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES), which both
impose limitations on the maximum dimensions of the design
[11]. Larger diameters have been demonstrated in alternative
areas of implementation [12], however these are few and far
between when compared to surgery-based designs. Despite
following similar testing procedures to establish their performance, designs of varying size are difficult to compare due to
performance being strongly related to size and with no clear
understanding of scalability of stiffening technologies. When
considering the stiffening technologies used, various solutions
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Fig. 2. Cross sectional view of continuum structures based on granular jamming with rigid granules (a) and deformable granules (b), layer jamming (c),
layer jamming with supporting internal structure (d), and hybrid designs containing both rigid granules and layer jamming in individual jamming volumes (e)
and a single shared jamming volume (f).

have been presented and are available [11], [13]. Significant
progress being shown with mechanically jamming structural
interactions due to their simplicity in integration using either
tendon wires [14], [15], or vacuum-activated granular or layer
jamming, which provide simple control over the stiffness with
variation in applied pressure [1], [3].
Tests of continuum structure performance typically focus
on the force resistance, defined as the force exerted by the
structure as it is deformed perpendicularly a set distance at
its furthest end, with base fixed in position. Generally this is
performed with the structure rigid with 0° bending [1], [16],
however occasionally it is also performed at 90° bending [15],
[17]. The results of this can then be used to calculate the overall stiffness and stiffening factor of the structure. Other tests
analyse the individual properties of the stiffening materials,
such as frictional coefficients, however due to variations in
stiffening methods these are not comparable across different
designs.
Currently, performance is typically defined by the materials
and the structure utilised, therefore results require scaling to
compare present issues with accuracy and reliability. Further,
the limited performance metrics available are currently general
in application, and so are poor in optimising a design for a
specific area, for example medical robotics or precise manipulation. Ideally, a range of metrics should be available, where
the desired properties, and therefore the optimal design, can be
selected. These measurements should consider aspects further
than solely force resistance, and should include items such as
positional accuracy and consider the effect of bending on the
structure—elements that are also critical in continuum design.
In this paper we present a methodology for establishing
the performance of a continuous design through five metrics, namely: resisting force, bending diameter deformation,
physical dimensional properties, positional accuracy, and deformation under external forces. The proposed experimental
procedure encapsulates the overall performance of the continuum design, and allows comparison across varying dimensions
and stiffening technologies. Further, it allows for optimised
selection of design when considering continuum structures for
use in robotics in different sectors.
While previously resisting force [2], [16], [1] and bending
diameter deformation [18] have been used for performance
comparison of continuum structures, and reviews for designs
for medical applications considering resisting force and activa-

tion time have been produced [11], to the best of the authors’
knowledge no comprehensive experimental procedure as this
herein proposes has thus far been presented, which provides
analysis on the positional accuracy or deformation for instance.
To exemplify the presented testing methodology, six large
diameter (>40mm) continuum structures are developed and
compared; these designs follow both conventional (granular
and layer jamming) as well as novel (hybrid designs and
structurally supported layer jamming) stiffening approaches
(see Fig. 1).
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents the design and fabrication process of the six variable stiffness continuum structures. In section III we discuss
the selection of performance metrics and their experimental
procedure, and present the resulting performance of the six
developed structures in section IV. Finally, we discuss the
experimental results in section V, providing analysis on the
continuum structures and reflection on the testing methodology.
II. FABRICATION OF C ONTINUUM S TRUCTURES
Six large diameter continuum structures were designed for
use as manually positioned manipulators, where a position
could be formed by grasping and bending the structure to
the desired topology. Typical previous designs employ a
small diameter, optimised for use in surgery rather than inhand bending, whereas an optimal grasp diameter would be
significantly larger at ∼50mm [19]. As such, we implemented
structures with diameters ranging from 41mm to 48mm, to
ensure a more optimal experience with manual positioning,
which may be needed in industrial settings. By increasing
the continuum structure size, limitations were introduced on
the stiffening technologies capable of being used. For example, variable stiffness provided using material transitions—
e.g., shape memory alloys (SMAs), low melting point alloys
(LMPAs)—are limited to small structures due to their difficulty
to scale, showing large increases in stiffening transition time
and a reduced stiffness range as size increases [17], [13]. To
allow for the increase in diameter, stiffening technologies were
selected based on their simplicity to implement and ability
to scale, as this allowed for the focus to be on the testing
methodology rather than the continuum structure design. Granular and layer jamming were selected due to their previously
demonstrated ability to scale up to larger dimensions [11],
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for determining the resisting force of a continuum
structure at (a) 0°, (b) 90°, and (c) 180° bending positions (layer jamming).

as well as their promising performance with respect to force
resistance compared to alternatives.
The continuum structures were designed following a lengthdiameter ratio of ∼5, with a total length of 240mm. To allow
for mounting and fixing the structure in place, as well as to
determine a finite length and provide a reference point for
testing, rigid ends with mounting points and vacuum tubes
were added to each end of the structure, at 20mm long each,
giving 200mm length of variable stiffness. The stiffening
capability was enabled using negative pressure, provided by
a vacuum pump (BACOENG 220V/50Hz BA-1 Standard). To
allow for stiffening to occur, the stiffening volume was sealed
airtight using a membrane, selected as to not affect the bending
capability of the continuum structure.
The structures were constructed using 0.25mm sheet latex,
cut to size and formed into cylinders using liquid latex glue,
which was attached to rigid mounts at each end using Ethyl 2cyanoacrylate (Super Glue). The rigid mounts were formed out
of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) using fused deposition
modelling (FDM) 3D printing, which allowed for intricate
design including mounting, vacuum tube pass-through, and
affixing points for the membrane. To provide the negative
pressure, a 6mm polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube connected the
structure to a vacuum pump.
The properties for the structures were as follows:
A. Rigid and Deformable Granules
4mm diameter matt-surfaced glass beads were utilised as
the rigid granular filling, based off previous work presenting
optimal granule materials and dimensions [1]. The design
implemented is shown in Fig. 2(A). Deformable granules
show a useful comparison against rigid granules, producing
tighter packing (and therefore a higher packing efficiency)
when activated as previously presented in [12]. 3mm diameter
polystyrene packing beads were used as deformable granules,
selected for their stiffness and similar dimensions to the selected rigid granules. The corresponding design implemented
is shown in Fig. 2(B). Both granular designs were the easiest
to implement, using a single outer membrane to seal the filled
volume.
B. Layer Jamming w/o(w/) Supporting Internal Structure
By wrapping laser cut layers of 0.18mm Mylar sheet into a
tubular structure, connected by polyester thread, a sheath capable of demonstrating high resisting forces under vacuum due
to cumulative frictional forces was produced. Specific details

Fig. 4. Positional accuracy variation, showing motion tracked markers and
orientation of coordinate plane (deformable granules).

of the layer pattern and dimensions can be found in [18], and
alternative designs at smaller diameters following a similar
structure can be found in [2], [3], [17]. As layer jamming
forms a hollow cylinder, a second internal latex membrane was
included, utilised in both layer jamming designs. The second
design uses an internal flexible support structure as proposed
in [18], which further improves the performance of layer
jamming under bending. The implemented layer jamming
designs without and with supporting internal structure are
shown in Fig. 2(C) and Fig. 2(D), respectively.
C. Combined Layer Jamming and Rigid Granules
To test the combined performance of both granular and
layer jamming, two novel hybrid designs collaborating both
stiffening technologies were developed. Both designs followed
a layout of layer jamming forming the outer cylinder, with
the inside of the cylinder filled with 4mm rigid granules.
Differing from both layer jamming structures, only a single
outer membrane was used. However, while one hybrid design
contained both layer jamming and granular jamming in a
single shared volume (hybrid - shared volume, Fig. 2(F)), the
other hybrid design contained a second membrane between the
two stiffening technologies, separating them into individual
stiffening volumes (hybrid - individual volumes, Fig. 2(E)).
Both individual volumes were connected to the same vacuum
source using a Y-adaptor and PVC tubes.
III. E VALUATION OF C ONTINUUM C APABILITY
To establish the performance of the developed continuum
structures, we present five metrics that can be experimentally
quantified. The aim of the assessments is to provide a range
of results which help establish the overall performance of a
continuum structure, and help to provide comparison without the need for similar size or stiffening technologies. By
proposing a general testing methodology, we hope to establish
a model for the presented performance of future developed
continuum structures. In what follows, each metric along with
its corresponding testing methodology is detailed.
A. Test 1: Resisting Force
Already mentioned as a weak area of continuum designs,
the resisting force of a continuum structure is an important
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Fig. 6. Deformation of central diameter under external forces: (A) Before;
(B) After (layer jamming).

Fig. 5. Deformation of central diameter under bending, showing measured
central diameter (hybrid - shared volume).

measurement to obtain, and combined with further measurements can be useful for comparison despite changes in size.
To measure the resisting force, the structure is mounted horizontally at one end with stiffening activated, and the resistant
force is measured by deforming the free end of the structure
10mm perpendicular to the fixed end, thus applying a shear
force, using a sensor attached to a linear actuator, which is then
retracted to its initial position of 0mm deformation. In our case
a DBBSM 5kg S-Beam load cell and Actuonix L12-100-10012I linear actuator were used. This was performed with the
link at 0°, 90°, and 180° bending, as shown in Fig. 3, reporting
how the resisting force changes with bending angle. At 0°
the resisting force was also calculated with the link flexible,
to demonstrate the force required to modify the topology of
the structure. Each of these four experiments was repeated 10
times before being filtered (low pass) and averaged.
B. Test 2: Positional Accuracy
When undergoing a change from flexible to stiff, it is common for the structures to observe a positional change due to
rearrangement of the internal structure. For specific use cases,
e.g. as a manipulator, the ability to hold a set position is critical
when changing stiffness. To measure the positional change,
motion tracking markers were attached to the furthest end of
the structure, and the motion of the structure as it underwent
stiffening was measured using three motion tracking cameras
(OptiTrack Flex 3), as shown in Fig. 4. In the setup of the
tracking system, the calibration result report detailed the mean
3D error for overall projection as 0.111mm, with the overall
wand error as 0.104mm. The structures were placed in their
default linear form with no actively held positioning, based
on the assumption that a maximum positional change was
experienced when movement was not restricted. The motion
in the x and y axes was recorded, with motion in the z axis
restricted by ensuring the structure was laid flat on a surface.
The unmarked end of the structure was again mounted to
prevent movement. The motion of each structure was repeated
5 times, and an average was calculated.

C. Test 3: Bending Diameter
When undergoing bending, the ideal continuum manipulator
maintains a constant diameter along its structure, with a
neutral-line following down the central axis of the structure, as
this allows for simplified theoretical analysis, positional control, and buckling avoidance, all which are critical in the use
of continuum manipulators. This is a significant consideration
for operation in confined areas, where large structural bending
is expected, yet structural strength must be maintained. To
measure the change in central diameter (the diameter at the
mid-position along the structure), the continuum structure was
mounted at one end, and bent manually from 0° to 180° in 45°
increments. At each angle the deformation was captured using
a DSLR camera (Nikon D3400), and using image processing
the change in diameter was measured based on the known,
undeformed diameters. The bending angles, as well as the
processed measurements of the central diameter, can be seen
in Fig. 5. Each position was repeated 3 times to allow for an
average to be taken.
D. Test 4: Deformation under External Forces
When manually deformed, that is, when manually handled
by a user grasping the continuum structure, ideally no change
in diameter along the structure is observed when an external
force is applied, as a change in diameter indicates a loss
in strength due to buckling [18]. However, for continuum
structures composed of soft or delicate components, typically
they exhibit a change in diameter when a force is imposed.
To measure this change, with a focus on manual reshaping,
each structure was mounted parallel to a fixed rigid plate of
width 75mm, based off the lower boundary of average palm
width [20]. A second equal sized plate, connected to a load
cell, was pressed into the structure compressing the structure
between the two plates, as shown in Fig. 6. The structure was
compressed until both 10N (gentle grasp) and 20N (medium
grasp) of force were experienced [21], simulating a user
imposing a grasp force on the structure. The deflection of
the moving plate was tracked using motion tracking cameras
(same calibration results are reported in section II B), resulting
in the structural change in diameter for each grasp force.
Compression of both grasps for each structure were repeated
5 times, to allow for an average.
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E. Test 5: Cylindrical density and Activation Time
The final experiment is composed of two smaller tests, as
the results of the experiments are reported together in tabular
form with other properties of the designs. The cylindrical
density is a simplification of the density of each structure to
allow for structures composed of multiple materials of varying
densities. It also allows comparison across continuum structure
sizes, without presenting issues with scaling. It is represented
by the volume of each structure being assumed to be a
cylinder with the outer dimensions of the structure, as the outer
form of continuum structure is consistent across sizes. The
cylindrical density is thus calculated using the weight of each
structure divided by this volume. The second test determines
the activation and deactivation time for transitioning between
flexible and rigid modes. Optimal values for activation and
deactivation time are as low as possible, as this ensures the
position is activated in the desired position before moving, and
further reduces the waiting time of a user. This was calculated
using a pressure gauge to establish the pressure inside the
stiffening volumes, and when activated the time taken to reach
the desired held pressure of -60kPa was recorded using an
image capturing device to determine when the desired pressure
was reached. For deactivation, the time taken for the internal
pressure to return to 0kPa was recorded. The activation and
deactivation were each repeated 5 times for an average to be
taken.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Each of the 5 experiments were carried out on the 6 continuum designs, and the results were collected using MATLAB
software. The results for each experiment are detailed in their
respective subsections:
A. Force Resistance
The measured resisting force for a given deflection of the
end of the continuum structure can be seen in Fig. 7. Each of
the 4 sub-figures show variations in stiffness (fleixble/rigid)
and bending angle (0°, 90°, 180°). Error bars are also shown
for each plot indicating ±1 standard deviation every 1mm
deflected. To ensure distinguishability between structures on
a plot, the Y-axis limits vary between sub-figures. The results
were aligned for each plot by measuring the initial offset of the
load cell, and forward [Fig. 7(left)] and reverse [Fig. 7(right)]
plots were aligned together using the software Affinity Photo.
As the load cell was retracted, shown in the reverse plots, the
force either decreased to 0N, indicating a positional hysteresis
of the structure holding its deflection, or until the initial 0mm
deflection point was reached.
From the plots we can observe that, when flexible, the
hybrid - shared volume design required the largest force
to deflect, at 0.8N, whereas layer jamming and deformable
granules exhibited the lowest force at 0.2N. When retracted,
all of the designs showed a very similar hysteresis holding a
deflection of ∼9mm. When rigid, the majority of the structures performed consistently, with others showing variation
dependent on the bending angle: The highest resisting force
for each of the structures was shown at 180° bending, except

Fig. 7. Resisting force vs. displacement plots for stiffness modes and bending
positions. (a) flexible 0°, (b) rigid 0°, (c) rigid 90°, and (d) rigid 180°.

for layer jamming and hybrid - shared volume who showed
their highest resisting force at 90° at 19.4N and 29.7N,
respectively. In all cases the granular designs performed worse
than layer jamming-based designs, and further barring 0° rigid
deformable granules demonstrated a higher hysteresis in all
cases. For the rigid cases, the highest resisting force was
demonstrated by hybrid - individual volumes at 0° (9.4N),
hybrid - shared volume at 90° (29.7N), and hybrid - shared
volume at 180° (25.2N).
B. Positional Accuracy
From the averages collected the positional changes in x and
y axes were plotted, as well as lines indicating the change
from 0, shown in Fig. 8. The activation of deformable granules
resulted in the highest change in the y axis, showing a large
reduction in length of ∼11mm. Rigid granules demonstrated
the highest positional accuracy, showing the smallest change
with [0.05mm, 0.03mm] in the [x, y] axis, followed by layer
jamming with internal support at [-0.22mm, -0.10mm]. In
contrast, both hybrid designs showed the highest change in
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designs gave similar densities of ∼10 × 10−3 g mm−3 , with
pure layer jamming showing a slightly lower density. For
the activation and deactivation time, layer jamming took the
shortest period to both activate and deactivate at 1.94s and
1.18s, respectively. The highest activation and deactivation
time was shown by deformable granules at 3.69s and 2.59s.
Both layer jamming designs averaged similar activation and
deactivation times, with hybrid designs on average showing a
slightly slower time to activate and deactivate.
Fig. 8. Positional accuracy of continuum structure after stiffening, represented
as distance moved in the x axis (green) and y axis (blue).

the x axis at -0.63mm and -0.72mm for hybrid - individual
volumes and hybrid - shared volume, respectively.
C. Central Diameter Variation
The central diameter variation at bending angles from 0° to
180° can be seen in Fig. 9. The digitally measured diameters
from 45° to 180° were converted to a ratio of the initial (0°)
diameter, which were then plotted to show the change in diameter as each structure was bent. Layer jamming demonstrated
the highest change in bending diameter, with 79.8% of the
initial diameter at 180°. On average granular jamming-based
structures performed better than alternatives. However, layer
jamming with internal support structure performed the best,
showing the smallest ratio change of 0.964 at 180° .
D. Deformation under External Forces
The central diameter deformations of each structure under
external forces at 10N and 20N (low and medium force grasps,
respectively), along with marked anomalies (i.e., data outside
99.3% coverage of a normal distribution), are displayed in
Fig. 10 as box plots. The median is marked by the black line
within the upper and lower quartiles, indicated by a coloured
box (red for 10N, blue for 20N), with the upper and lower
limits of valid data given by black whiskers. The lowest change
in diameter was demonstrated by layer jamming with support,
at 1.9mm and 2.4mm for 10N and 20N, respectively, whereas
the highest change in diameter was experienced by layer
jamming, showing a maximum deformation of 23.0mm at
20N. All continuum structures presented a higher deformation
with the higher force grasp, with rigid granules and layer
jamming showing the largest difference between the 10N and
20N grasp forces.
E. Cylindrical Density and Stiffening Duration
The calculated cylindrical density, along with the average
activation and deactivation time, can be seen in Table I
alongside other physical and dimensional properties for the
continuum structures. Using the measured diameter, weight,
and length of each structure the cylindrical densities were
computed, with deformable granules showing the lowest density at 4.48 × 10−3 g mm−3 , and rigid granules showing the
highest density at 39.42 × 10−3 g mm−3 . Both hybrid designs
demonstrated a high density, whereas the layer jamming-based

V. D ISCUSSION
The comprehensive experiments performed on the developed prototypes produce many interesting results for continuum structures. From the resisting force, we observe that a low
force of <1N is required to deform all of the structures, with
layer jamming with support, rigid granules, and hybrid designs
requiring 2.4 - 3.8× the force needed to deform pure layer
jamming and deformable granules. Despite the differences
exhibited in resisting force, all prototypes showed a hysteresis
of ∼9mm on force retraction, most likely attributed to the
elastic material properties of the membrane used. For the
resisting forces at 0°, 90°, and 180°, all designs except for
layer jamming demonstrated an increase in resisting force with
bending angle, which can be attributed to the buckling of the
layer jamming at high angles [18].
Granular designs presented the weakest forces, giving a
maximum resisting force from rigid granules at 180° of 9.8N.
Of the granular designs, rigid granules consistently performed
better, due to the inelastic nature of the granules compared
to deformable granules. The inclusion of support in layer
jamming maintained the resisting force at 180°, and hybrid
designs combining rigid granules with layer jamming also
experienced a similar result. However, other than at 0°, the
hybrid-shared volume performed better than hybrid-individual
volumes, demonstrating a significantly higher resisting force
at 90° of 29.7N compared to 14.6N of the hybrid-individual
volumes, an increase of 103.7%. Hybrid-shared volume also
demonstrated the highest resisting force in all cases except
for 0° rigid. In all of the resisting force experiments a
hysteresis was shown, with the lowest hysteresis demonstrated
by deformable granules at 0°, attributing to the elasticity of
the structure.
Considering the positional accuracy, where a more accurate position after stiffening results in better control of a
manipulator, we observe that deformable granules are not
suitable for such a task due to their high change in length
(decrease of 11mm) when transforming from flexible to rigid.
All of the designs showed little change in the x axis, with all
positional changes in x less than ±1mm. Rigid granules and
layer jamming with support demonstrated very little positional
change due to the lack of ability to compress, thanks to the
rigid granules and support structure contained within. Both
hybrid designs exhibited a larger change in the y axis at
∼-2mm, likely attributed to air gaps contained between the
granules and the layer jamming compressing when activated.
Ideally this would be solved by the improved filling of the
rigid granules in the hybrid designs, however it is expected
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Fig. 9. Variation of central diameter with bending angle.

this would reduce the bending ability but increase the resistant
force.
The variation of central diameter under bending gives and
impression of the bending ability of the link, with more
consistent designs indicating a higher bending ability, as well
as higher simplicity in simulation of the continuum structure topology. Layer jamming, lacking an internal structure
compared to the other designs, showed the lowest central
diameter ratio, decreasing to 79.84% as the structure buckled
at high bending angles. Layer jamming with support, rigid
granules, deformable granules, and hybrid-individual volumes
all demonstrated similar reductions in central diameter to 9296%, with layer jamming with support maintaining the highest
central diameter at 180° at 96.37%. Hybrid-shared volume
however, demonstrated a large decrease to 86.71%. We believe
this can be explained by the movement of the rigid granules
in the structure, leading to the slight buckling of the layer
jamming aspect into the free space. This corresponds with the
findings from the positional accuracy of the inclusion of air
pockets, and suggests the included membrane in the hybridindividual volumes designs helps to resist the movement of
the granules preventing buckling of the layer jamming.
Considering the deformation of the diameter under external
forces, that is, gentle grasping at 10N and medium grasping
at 20N, we observe similar results to the central diameter
variation, as well as different results further explaining the
performance of the structures. With layer jamming we observe
the largest change in diameter for both the 10N and 20N grasp,
as is expected from the large change in bending diameter
ratio and ability to buckle, showing a change of 15.3mm and
23.0mm for each grasp, respectively. Also expected, layer jamming with support demonstrates the lowest change in diameter
due to the internal structure preventing deformation, giving a
very low change of 1.9mm and 2.4mm for 10N and 20N,
respectively. In comparison, rigid granules and deformable
granules demonstrated a high change in diameter under grasping due to the grasp force overcoming the limit needed to move
the granules, whereas under bending the force produced by the
membrane was not high enough to overcome this limit, and
thus the diameter ratio was maintained. A similar deformation of ∼11.5mm was observed for both granular designs at
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Fig. 10. Deformation of diameter under a low (10N) and medium (20N) force
grasp.

10N, however a higher deformation of 16.2mm compared to
13.6mm was observed by the rigid granules at 20N, explained
by deformable granules approaching their compression limit,
compared to the rigid granules instead moving out of the
way of the grasp. Both hybrid designs performed better than
granular, with the shared volume presenting a lower change in
diameter, indicating a lower number of air gaps, and therefore
a better granule filling, within the structure.
Finally, we consider the dimensional and physical properties
of the continuum structures. Of the cylindrical density, the
deformable granules and layer jamming exhibit the lowest
values at 4.48 × 10−3 g mm−3 and 8.70 × 10−3 g mm−3 , respectively. The low density of the deformable granules, as
well as the hollow nature of the layer jamming, attribute to
the low density. The highest cylindrical density was achieved
by the rigid granules as expected due to their high weight
at 39.42 × 10−3 g mm−3 . Both hybrid designs utilising rigid
granules also demonstrated a high cylindrical density. The
inclusion of an internal support structure in layer jamming
increased the cylindrical density by 31%. Depending on the
application and purpose, it may be useful to normalise the
maximum resistant force using the cylindrical density to facilitate comparison between designs. The activation and deactivation time tests resulted in layer jamming and layer jamming
with support achieving the lowest activation and deactivation
time, due to the reduced volume being evacuated as well
as the lack of gaps partially trapping air. This explains the
increased times observed with both granular designs showing
high activation times, attributed to the partially trapped air
compressing the volume and having difficulty evacuating. This
effect can be seen in reverse with the deformable granules,
where once compressed required the largest deactivation time
for the air to fill the reduced spaces. The other structural
designs exhibited similar activation and deactivation times, at
∼2.5s for activation and ∼1.7s for deactivation.
The variety of metrics available in these tests allows for the
selection of an optimal technology based on the specific desired use case. For instance, in a manually adjusted continuum
structure—relevant in industrial settings where it can be used
as a component of a collaborative manipulator, where high
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TABLE I
D IMENSIONAL AND P HYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE DEVELOPED CONTINUUM STRUCTURES

Type

Stiffening Method

Rigid Granules
Deformable Granules
Layer Jamming
Layer Jamming with Support
Hybrid - Individual Volumes
Hybrid - Shared Volume

Granular
Granular
Layers
Layers
Granular & Layers
Granular & Layers

Diameter
(mm)
48
48
48
41
48
48

strength with little structural variation is desired, we observe
both hybrid designs as performing particularly well with high
resisting forces, however with higher structural deformations
under bending and grasping and less positional accuracy than
an alternative design. Layer jamming with support would be
the ideal selection here, from the minimal structural changes,
and consistent resisting force and flexible-to-stiff transition.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented five different metrics for establishing the performance of variable stiffness continuum structures. The methods described vary in importance according to
the requirement of the targeted application, such as the need
of high force resistance or ability for manual handling. We
evaluated the performance of six prototypes using both typical
(granular and layer jamming) and novel designs (hybrid and
supported). The prototype using hybrid jamming in a shared
volume performed best for resistant force focused tasks, with
a maximum resisting force of 29.7N demonstrated, whereas
for a task focused on human interaction layer jamming with
internal support performed best showing the smallest reduction
in diameter under an external force (2.4mm at 20N), and
the smallest change in diameter when undergoing bending
(reduction of 3.63%). All testing methodologies presented
resulted in a distribution of performances, indicating the
selection of metrics cover a variety of advantages and use
cases for continuum structures. The methodology presented
can be applied across other stiffening technologies, such as
phase transition or rheological fluids, providing a comparison
across various sizes and methods of variable stiffness. Future
work might centre on further analysis of varying sizes of
continuum structures or the comparison of other variable
stiffness solutions.
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